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I preserve the notation of [3]. Parts (b) and (c) of Proposition 4 of [3] are

wrong (there is an omission in the proof of (b)) and I am not able to describe

the set Pe in such generality. However, I can do this in all the cases of §3 of

[3]. There should be the following changes:

Corollary 2 [3]. In the statement, Ch(A) n <p'(Spec B) should be replaced

by (co <p'(Spec B))e. The proof of the corollary in this form goes as follows:

Since r(S) = v(S) for each S E B, [3, Proposition 2] implies co Spec B =

K(B). Hence cö(<p'(Spec B)) - <p'(K(B)), by the properties of <p'. By [3,

Proposition 1], co(<p'(Spec B)) = P. The proof that P' c X remains un-

changed.

Now let q>: A -* L(H) be a subnormal representation and X = Spec A. Let

B =<p(A) and Y = <p'(Spec B) c X. It follows from the proof of Corollary 2

that Pe c Y c P. Put Ay = {a\Y: a E A). AY is a (not necessarily closed)

subalgebra of C(Y) which contains constants and separates points of Y.

Ch(AY) denotes the Choquet boundary of AY (see [2, p. 38] for the definition).

Observe that a( Y) = spÄ <p(a) for each a £ A. Thus

||a|T|| = sup{K>0| :yEY} = r(<p(a)),       a E A.

Since the operators <p(a), a E A, are subnormal, r(tp(a)) — ||<p(a)||, a E A.

Proposition. P" = Ch(AY).

Proof. Let^ E Pe c Y. Take a probability measure u on Y such that

a(y) = [ a\Ydp,       a E A.
JY

Since Y c P, the measure u can be extended to a probability measure p' on P

such that

t (a) = j adft',       a E A.

Since .v E Pe, it follows from Proposition 1.4 of [2] that p = Sy, the point

mass aty. By Proposition 6.2 of [2],.v £ Ch(AY).

To prove the converse inclusion observe first that if ip E P, then i/V: AY -> C

defined by \p(a\ Y) = ^(a) is well-defined and belongs to
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K(Ay) = {VE(Ay)':V(1) = \\t1\\ = 1},

because |uV(a)| < ||<p(a)|| = ||a|r||, a E A. Take now y E Ch(^y) and let

ry = oapx + (1 - a)u>2 with some t//,, \¡/2 E P, 0 < a < 1. Hence

a(y) = c4x(a\Y) + (I - a)Ûa\Y)

for each a E A. Since »//,, t£2 E K(AY) and Ch(y4y) = Ä"L4r)e, we infer that

a = 0 or a = 1. Thus.v E P*.

Corollary 3 [3]. In the statement one has to replace ChL4) n <p'(S>Pec B) by

Ch(j4 r) where Y = <p'(Spec ß). The proof of Corollary 3 in this form follows

now from Corollary 2 and from the above proposition.

Corollary 4 [3]. In the statment, Ch(P(À")) n spB T has to be replaced by

Ch(P(Ar)sps7-). The proof remains unchanged.

The remark after the proof of Corollary 4 in [3] is wrong.

Corollary 5 [3]. Only the implications (b) => (c) => (a) are true.

All the examples at the end of [3] are true. However, all those examples are

"isometric". Here is a "nonisometric" example illustrating Corollary 4:

Example. Let U+ be the unilateral shift and let 5 be a subnormal

contraction. Put T = a(U+ © S) with some a E C, 0 < \a\ < \. T is sub-

normal, <pr is not isometric and spBr= D\a\ = {\z\ < |a|}. Adapting the

proof that Ch(P(D)) = T given in [1, p. 84], one can show that Ch(P(Z%w)

= {|z| = |a|) (if |j| = |a|, the function

g(z) = (1 + |«|2)-'(1 + sz),       |>| < M,

"peaks" at s and belongs to P(D)0|a|). Since {|z| = |a|) is a set of antisymme-

try for P(D), Corollary 4 implies that ^^(D)) is antisymmetric.

I thank Professor Ronald G. Douglas for drawing my attention to the

incorrectness of Corollary 5 of [3], which led to the above changes.
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